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Collective Future Orientation and Stock Markets
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Abstract. Web search query logs can be used to track and, in some
cases, anticipate the dynamics of individual behavior which is the
smallest building block of the economy. We study AOL query logs
and introduce a collective future intent index to measure the degree
to which Internet users seek more information about the future than
the past and the present. We have asked the question whether there is
link between the collective future intent index and ﬁnancial market
ﬂuctuations on a weekly time scale, and found a clear indication that
the weekly transaction volume of S&P 500 index is correlated with
the collective intent of the public to look forward.

1

INTRODUCTION

Everyday, huge amounts of data are generated through the society’s
extensive interactions with technological systems, automatically documenting collective human behaviour on the Internet. The enormity
and high variance of information that ﬂow through the web opened
new avenues for harnessing that data and associating online human
activities with ofﬂine outcomes (real world social phenomena).
Analysis of web search queries, as logged by search engines such
as Google, Bing, Yahoo and AOL has received increased attention
in recent years. For example, health-seeking behavior in the form of
online web search queries, which are submitted to Google search by
millions of users around the world are used to improve early detection of seasonal inﬂuenza [2]. A strong correlation was found between the current level of economic activity in given industries and
the search volume data of industry-based query terms [1]. However,
it remains unexplored whether trends in ﬁnancial markets can be anticipated by the collective temporal orientation of online users.
Temporal orientation refers to differences in the relative emphasis
individuals place on the past, present and future, and is a predictive
indicator of many human factors such as occupational and educational success, engagement in risky behavior, ﬁnancial stability, depression and health [8].
In this study, we look into temporal orientation of search queries
of online users. First, we developed a model on the basis of several
linguistic features to automatically detect the temporal intent (oriented towards past, present and future) of search engine queries. We
use this model to classify millions of web search queries as past,
present, future or atemporal . Afterwards, we calculate the ratio of
the volume of searches oriented towards the future to the volume of
searches oriented towards the past, aggregate the ratios on a weekly
time scale and call this value the collective future intent index. We
ﬁnd evidence that weekly trading volumes of stocks traded in S&P
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500 are correlated with the collective future intent index of queries.
Our results provide quantitative support for the recommendation that
stock market predictions can be improved by the inclusion of the
speciﬁc temporal dimension of online users.

2

EXPERIMENTS

2.1

Data Analysed

We use weekly aggregated transaction volumes of the S&P 500 and
NASDAQ Composite stock index from 1st March, 2006 to 31st May,
2006 from Yahoo Finance5 . AOL Query Logs distributed for noncommercial research purposes only by the AOL search engine [6]
are used to compute the collective future intent index. This collection
consists of approximately 20 million web search queries by 650,000
users over the three months from 1st March, 2006 to 31st May, 2006.
The data set includes various information related to each query. We
used only the query text issued by the user and the time at which the
query was submitted for search.

2.2

Query Temporal Intent Classiﬁcation

The idea behind query temporal intent classiﬁcation is to determine
whether there is a temporal dimension for users’ information need
[5]. This idea is pushed further in [3] and aims to determine whether
the user is interested in information about the past, present or future
when issuing a query or if his query has no temporal dimension. The
task is to predict the temporal class c ∈ { past, present, future, atemporal } of a web search query with reference to its issuing date.
For the classiﬁcation task, we use the gold standard data set composed of 400 queries (300 queries for training and 100 for test) released in the context of NTCIR-11 Temporalia shared task [4]. Examples of the form < q, d, c > are as: q= who was martin luther, d=
Jan 1, 2013, c= past; q= amazon deal of the day, d= Feb 28, 2013,
c= present; q= stock market forecast tomorrow, d= Jan 1, 2013, c=
future; q=number of neck muscles, d= Feb 28, 2013, c= atemporal.
We developed a methodology based on supervised learning technique exploring several features to label the temporal class of a query.
The following features are used for the classiﬁcation:
• n-grams: 1-2 token sequences. Features are encoded simply as binary indicators of whether the n-grams has appeared in the query.
• timexes: The mean difference between the resolved year date of
time expressions and the issue year date. Time expressions are
labeled and resolved via Standford’s SUTime6 . Speciﬁc features
computed include the temporal difference itself, its absolute value
and binary variables indicating any temporal expressions appearing in the query text that refer to the future, past or present.
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• Lexica: The relative frequency of temporal categories in the query
text based on a freely available temporal resource namely TempoWordNet7 . The features are encoded as the frequency with
which a word from a temporal category has (past, present, future)
in the text divided by the total number of tokens in the text.
• Time-gap: If there is no mention of time expression inside q
(timely implicit query), we consider the most conﬁdent year date
obtained from freely available web service GTE8 . Finally, the features recorded include the difference between the most conﬁdent
returned year date and the issue year date, its absolute value, and
conﬁdence value returned by GTE. Some examples of extracted9
year dates and conﬁdence values are given in Table 1.
Query
who was martin luther
amazon deal of the day
release date for ios7
number of neck muscles

Most conﬁdent Year
1929
2015
2013
2014

Conﬁdence value
0.944
0.760
0.893
0.708

Table 1: Examples of extracted year dates and conﬁdence values

As for classiﬁer, we used Support Vector Machines (SVM) from
the Weka platform. We consider both a linear kernel (lSVM) and a
radial basis function kernel (rSVM). From cross validation over the
training data, we choose L1 penalization for lSVM and L2 (α||β ||2 )
for rSVM. Our models are evaluated over the test data provided by
the organizers. Overall results are presented in Table 2.
System
lSVM
rSVM

Atemporal
69.2
68.5

Past
87.5
84.7

Present
77.5
74.5

Future
89.5
86.4

All
80.0
78.0

Table 2: Classiﬁcation accuracy for TQIC Task

Finally, the query temporal intent classiﬁcation model is applied
to time-tag AOL queries according to its underlying temporal intent.
Afterwards, we calculate the ratio of total number of future oriented
queries to the aggregated number of queries tagged as past, present
for each week of our study period and consider these values as collective future intent index scores. For example, the collective future
intent index for a given week (e.g. ﬁrst week of April) is calculated
as the ratio of the total number of searches with future intent to the
total number of searches with present plus past intent for the same
week (i.e. ﬁrst week of April).

2.3

Time Series Correlation

After calculating the collective future intent index scores, we are concerned with the question whether it correlates with ﬁnancial market
ﬂuctuations, in particular S&P 500 index traded volumes. To answer
this question, we use the cross-correlation coefﬁcient (CCF) in a similar fashion to [7]. The CCF estimates how variables are related at
different time lags. The CCF value at time lag Δt between two timeseries X and Y measures the correlation of the ﬁrst time-series with
respect to the second time-series in dependence of a time lag parameter Δt. The CCF is calculated as:
Rxy (t, Δt) =

E[Yt+Δt ]E[Xt ]
σ [Yt+Δt ]σ [Xt ]

(1)

In this experiment, two time-series (X, Y) are change of aggregated traded volume of stocks and change of collective future intent
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index respectively on time with week granularity. The CCF values in
dependence of different time lags are presented in Table 3.

S&P 500 index
NASDAQ index

-3
-0.13
-0.17

-2
0.09
-0.06

Time Lag (weeks)
-1
0
+1
0.17
0.41
0.16
0.14
0.34
0.11

+2
-0.12
-0.16

+3
-0.09
-0.18

Table 3: Time lag-dependent cross correlation between weekly changes of
transaction volumes of S&P 500 and NASDAQ Composite stock index and
weekly collective future intent index changes.

It is evident from the results that the collective future intent index
scores are correlated with the the aggregated volume of transactions
for all stocks in S&P 500 constituents for a time lag of week (Δt =
0 week), i.e. the present week collective future intent index value is
signiﬁcantly correlated with present week transaction volumes of the
S&P 500.
Moreover, we investigate the robustness of the collective future
intent index by considering weekly transaction volume of NASDAQ
Composite stock market index for the same period. Results in Table 3
illustrate the cross correlation between weekly aggregated volume of
transactions and weekly collective future intent index changes. The
same effects can be found for NASDAQ Composite, even if the CCF
scores at time lag Δt = 0 week is smaller than for the S&P 500 constituents.

3

CONCLUSION

In this study, we have introduced the collective future intent index
and its relation on the weekly transaction volumes of stock markets.
One explanation for this relationship could be the focus on the future supports economic success. As future work, we are in the process of collecting long-term data, and will validate the results using
long-term data. Afterwards, a Fuzzy Neural Network will be used to
examine the predictive power of temporal orientation on the stock
market.
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